It is still necessary to have universities; here I refer mainly to colleges
of science and engineering. ffowever, it is essential to shorten the length
of schooling, revolutionize education, put proletarian politics in command
and take the road of the Shanghai Machine Tools Plant ii flsining technicians from among the workers. Students should be selected from among
workers and peasants with practical experience, and they should return to
production after a few years'study.

-
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MAO TSETUNG

ts Build a $ocialist Uniuersity 0f
$cienee and Engineering

by the Workers' ond People's Liberotion Army Men's
Moo Tsetung Thought Propogondo Teom in Tsinghuo University
ffiHANKS to the solicitous concern of our great leader
I Chairman Mao and the Party Central Committee
with Chairman Mao as the leader and Vice-Chairman
Lin as the deputy leader, the proletarian revolution in

is vigorously surging forward in Tsinghua
University. Over the past year and more, the working
class has led the university's revolutionary teachers,
students, staff members and workers in holding high
the banner of unity and victory of the Ninth Party
Congpess, following Chairman Mao's brilliant thinking
on the revolution in education and, with the "May 7'r
Directive as the key link, "taking the road of the
Shanghai Machine Tools Plant in training technicians
from among the workers" and striving to build a socialist university of science and engineering.
education

The tlYorking Closs Must Exercise Firm Leodership
Over the Revolution in Educotion in
The Course of Struggle
Chairman Mao teaches us: "To accomplish the proletarian revolution in education, it is essential to have
working class leadership; the masses of workers must
take part in this revolution and, in co-operation with
Liberation Army fighters, form a revolutionary threein-one combination with the activists among the
students, teachers and workers in schools and colleges,
who are determined to carry the proletarian revolution
ia education through to the end, The workers' prop-
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in the schools
and colleges, take part in all the tasks of strugglecritieism-transformation there apd rvill ahvays lead
these institutiels.'t Working class leadership is the
fundamental guarantee for completely smashing the
bourgeois educational system and establishing the proletarian educational system. The proletarian revolution in education is a deep-going political revolution
ensuring the dictatorship of the proletariat over the
bourgeoisie in the spheres of culture and education.
Since July 27, 1968 when the working class mounted the
political stage of struggle-criticism-transformation in
the superstructure, a fierce struggle has been going on
between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie around the
question of who wili transform and triumph over whorrl
It is precisely in the struggle betrveen the trvo classes,
the two roads and the trvo lines that working class
Ieadership has constantly been strengthened and conaganila teanrs should stay permanently

solidated.

Working class leadership means leadership by
Mao Tsetung Thought. Under the leadership of its
vanguard the Communist Party, the working class has
entered the field of education in order to carry out
Chairman Mao's great directive "The length of schooling should be shortened, education should be revolutionized, and the domination of our schools and colleges
by bourgeois intellectuals should not be tolerated any
longer," and occupy the positions of schools and colleges
and transform them with Mao Tsetung Thought.

order to occupy these positions and maintain
leadership over the revolution in edueation, the
working elaq< as.qs! criticize and repudiate the bourgeois.ig vigorously grasp the class struggle in the
ideologicat field and exercise leadership over the intelfectuals politically and ideologically. Otheru'ise, it is
impossiUte to consolidate working class leadership and
there is even the danger of losing it again. In accordance with Chairman Mao's great teaching "There is
uo construction u,ithout destruction," we have launched
deepgoing and sustained revolutionary mass criticism

In

firm

of the counter-revolutionary clique of the renegade,

hidden traitor and scab Liu Shao-chi and his counterrerrolutionary revisionist line, as well as eriticism of the
reactionary bourgeois Right and ultra "Left" trends of

thought, criticism of the feudal, capitalist and revisionist systems of education and the revisionist ideas in
various spheres of academic learning, and criticism of
the slavish comprador philosophy and the doctrine of
trailing behind at a snail's pace. The overthrolvn bourgeoisie rvill never be reconciled to its defeat; it rvill invai'iabiy take advantage of its influence in the
ideological field and make use of the weak points in
the u'orld outiook of intellectuals to spread poison, in
a vain attempt to seize back its lost "herditary domains" and contend rvith the proletariat to win over
the intellectuals. Some bourgeois elements openly
clamour: "The rvorking class is not capable of exercising
ieadership in the most advanced sciences." Others put
on an ultra "Left" appearance and distort the Party's
policy towards intellectuals by spreading such absurdities as "Working class leadership in everything means
brushing the inteiiectuals aside" in a vain attempt to
push the inteilectuals to the side in opposition to the
w-orking class and effect a counter-seizure of power.
By fttlly arousing the masses and relying on invincible
Mao Tsetung Thought" we have resolutely exposed and
eriticized the handful of class enemies for their criminal
attempt to sabotage and weaken ,working class leadership and thus smashed their plot for restoration.
The struggle w'aged by the proletariat against the
bourgeoisie for leadership often and in numerous cases
takes the form of a struggle against the bourgeois force

of habit. As the revolution in education develops in
depth, the bourgeois thinking of some inteliectuals
forms. Some of them
declare: "You take charge politicaliy while I take
leadership in vocational work." Others think that they
have done rvell enough in receiving re-education and so
the rvorking class is "handing over power,, to therr
when they are asked to play their role in vocational
work. They think that they are 'iexperts', in transforming education and in voeational urork, and so the
working class shouid "give $'ay" to them. Still others
think that to bring the initiative of the original teaching staff into piay is tantamount to restoring the old
system. All these erroneous ideas, whether Right or
"LefL" in appealance but Right in esserice, are obstinate
expressions of ihe bour.geois rvorld outlook and are
constantly manifests itseif in new
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highty destructive. Unless they are thoroughly
criticized, the old will find its way back and be consolidated in a newborn form, working class leadership
will be taken away by others, and the revolution in
will be led on to the wrong path of reforrnPractice shows that it is far more difficult to
smash the old force of habit than to smash sabotage
by a handful of class enemies.

education

ism.

An ideological stronghold of reaction can oniy be
destroyed with an ideological weapon of revolution.
Only v.rhen the handful of class enemies and the old
force of habit are thoroughly criticized and discredited
and their poisonous inflttence eliminated, can it be said
that they are really overthrown and working ciass
leadership is fundamentally consolidated. Therefore,
revolutionary mass criticism is a task of strategic importance in buiLding a socialist university, a main
subject in camying out the revolution in education, and
a porverful weapon of the proletariat in its protracted
struggle against the bourgeoisie and for consolidating
the dictatorship of the proletariat.

In order to keep a firm hold of the leadership in
the revolution in education, the r,l'orking class must
fully mobilize the masses and carry out the mass line
to the letier. It must resolutely implement Chairn-ran
Mao's policy of "letting a hundred flowers blossom and
a h.ndred schools of thought contend," and give ful]
play to proletarian democracy so as to ereate an atmos-

phere in rvhich people dare to criticize and argue. It
must rely on the activists who are determined to cary
the proletarian revolution in education through to the
end, boldly trust and use the great majority of the intellectuals and unite with all the forces that can be
united. Only in this way ean we ensure all-round

dietatorship by the proletariat over the bourgeoisie.
Failing to do this, the working class will isolate itself
and rrorking class leadership will exist only in name
and have no basis. Like all other revolutionary work,
the r.evolution in education "will turn out to be a mere
formaliff and w,ill fail" unless the masses "are conscious
and willing" (The United Front i.n Cultural Work).
Working class leadership in everything dbes not mean
monopolizing everything or overwhelming everything
by crude methods, placing the intellectuals in a "onepush-one-step-forward" passive position. Relying on
the broad masses of revolutionary intellectuals and
bringing their subjective initiative into play will
strengthen working class leadership instead of rveakening it.

In order to keep a firm hold of the leadership in the
revolution in education, the urorking class "should
always raise its politieal eonsciousness in the course of
struggle," energetically study and apply Mao Tsetung
Thought in a living way and take the lead in ideological
revolutionization. This means that we should conscientiously meet the following requirements: We must
resolutely carry out Chair:nran Mao's instructiorrs and
his proletarian policies, r",'hether we understand them
Peking Ret:i"ew, IVo.
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or for the time being do not yet understand them; r,i,e
"should be modest and prudent, guard against arrogan€e
and rashness" and, as members of the propaganda team,
'"ve should learn from those who are receiving re-education and be the modest pupils of the masses so as to
learn rvhat we do not know and master the laws governing the struggle between the two classes and the two
lines in the realms of culture and education; we should
work hard. take part in physical labour regularly and
keep in touch rvith the masses so that we shall always
be able to resist corruption: we should go deep into
reality, make a good job of investigation and study,

grasp typical cases rvell and. as regards the work as a
\l,hole, first grasp one-third of it well and sum up the
experience conscientiously; we should have the spirit

of

self-criticism, and correct whatever mistakes we
might make, because this is an expression of our loyalty
to Chairman Mao and of continui.ng the revolution. Only
by doii-rg so can the working class shoulder the great
historic mission of assuming leadership in the struggleeriticism-transformation in the superstructure and
ensure that the proletarian revolution in edtrcation will
advance victoriously along the brilliant road of Chair'man Mao's "May 7" Directive.

in Remoulding the Original Teoching
Stoff While Using Them, Form o
"Three-in-One" Contingent of Teochers

Persist

"In the problem of transforming education it is the
the main problern." The formation
of a contingent of proletarian teachers by combining
the three forces the workers, peasants and soldiers:
- technicians; and mernbers of the
the revolutionary
original teaching staff is vital to putting a complete
end to the domination of our sehools by bourgeois inI
teachers who are

tellectuals and building socialist

universities.

The worker, peasant and soldier teachers constitute
the most vigorous revolutionary force in the contingent
of teachers. They are daring to blaze new trails and
do away w-ith fetishes, and they have the ability to
criticize. At the same time, they bring into the university the advanced experiences of social production and
the u'orking people's inventions and ittnovations, thereby
helping to strengthen the link between the university
and factories. Students say their lectures are easy to
understand and can be put to use right away. In the
past year, we have selecied a number of full-time or
part-time teachers from among workers, peasants and
soldiers in the forefront of the three great revolutionary
rnovements of class struggle, the struggle for production and scientific experiment, and let them mature

in the course of struggle

and. improve themselves
through practice. Their participation in teaching has
further strengthened working class leadership in the
university, effectively ensured the correct political
orientation of teaehing, and promoted the remoulding
of intellectuals and the transformation of education.
The workers, peasants and soldiers have nrounted the
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universily piatform. This is a new thing which has
emerged in the course of the fierce struggle betr,veen
the tu'o classes and the tg.o lines on the educationai
front. A few bourgeois intellectuals adopted the
attitude of "wait and see" or "expecting something
ridiculous"; some tried to palm off the feudal, capitalist
and revisiorfst stuff on the worker, peasant and soldier
teachers, saying: "I load the gun and you do the shooting." We waged a resolute struggle against this. In
fact, the workers, peasants and soldiers know proletarian education best. The fact that they were barred
from the old colleges in the past was a reversal of history. Their mounting the platform of socialist colleges
today is historically inevitabie.
The original teaching staff is an indispensable component of the "three-in-one" contingent of teachers.
Chairman fuIao has pointed out: "China needs the services of as many intellectuals as possible for tho €olossal
task of socialist construction." (On the Correct Handling of Contradictions Among the People.) Chairman
Mao has also pointed out that the vast numbers of intellectuals in our country "lvant to
remould themselves, and they ate quite capable o1 rsrnoul.Iing themselves." (Speech at the Chinese Communist Porty's Notional Conferenee on Propaganda Work.) This also holds
good for the teachers' contingent. The bad elements
and counter-revolutionaries who have wormed their
way into the teachers' ranks and those who would
keep their reactionary thinking ossified are very small
in number. Therefore, while noting that the remoulding of *'orld outlook is a long-term and arduous task
for the n:asses of teachers, n-e must aiso recognize that
ihey- cherish a deep love for the Party and Chairman
Mao. Tempered in the Great Proletarian Cultural Rer'olution and, particularly, re-educated under working
dass leadership by the workers, peasants and soldiers
since July 27, 1968, the vast number of teachers have
heightened their consciousness of class struggle and the
struggle between the tvro lines. We must take their
revolutionary enthusiasm into full account. We should
also apply the principle of "One divides into two" to
their professional kno',vledge. We shou.ld see that while
the old system rnust be destroyed, some of their professional knowledge of the natural sciences and some
of the experience they aecumulated in the past still
have a role to play once such knou.ledge and experienee
are placed under the leadership of the correct line and
are integrated with production. China's Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution has opened the broadest
horizon for bringing into full play the talent of all the
intellectuals rvho are willing to serve the workerg peasants and soldiers. We should have faith in the
tremenclous power of Mao Tsetung Thought' So long
as we pay close attention to their political re-education
and enable them to re-orient their professional knowledge, the majority of the original teaching staff are
able to continue teaehing and make contributions to
the proletarian education and socialist culture and
science. As for the very small number of teachers \tr'ho

are really impossiblg we should also give them a way
out, educate therr5 allocate appropriate work to them
and continue to test thern-

In order to help the teachers meet the needs of the
socialist university as quickly as possible, we should
persist in uniting with, educating and remoulding them
u-hile using them. Those who allege that "we should
not use them unless they are completely remoulded"
in fact fail to see the revolutionary enthusiasm of the
intellectuals and the protracted nature of their remoulding. In his brilliant Talks at the Yenan Forum
on Literature and Art, Chairman Mao teaches: "This
question of 'for whom?' is fundarnental; it is a question
of principle." Foilowing this teaching, we have paid
special attention to solving the question of "rvhom to
serve and hor,v to serve?" among the teachers. In view
of their rveak points of divorcing from proletarian
politics, from the worker and peasant masses and from
practice over a long time, we have organized large
numbers of teachers to temper themselves in the three
great revolutionary movements, participate in the setting up of an experimental farm, go and work in different factories according to their specialities, take part
in physical labour in turn, engage in the transformation
of education, and remould their ideology under relatively difficult conditions. Intellectuals often reveal
their world outlook in their attitude totn ards professional knor,r'1edge. We must thoroughly transform each
and every professional field. Participation in the strug-

gle of the three great revolutionary movements

inevitably clashes with the old ideas which have taken
root. in the innermost being of some of the teachers,
such as "knor,vledge is private property," "theory is
above everything else," "the slavish comprador ideotogy
of trailing behind at a snail's pace" and "seeking personal fame and fortune." This helps to accelerate the
remoulding of their ideology.
The thoroughgoing change in the worLd outlook of
intellectuals cannot be accompllshed spontaneously. The
change in environment only provides conditions for
their remculding. Proceeding from the principle of
being firm, strict and meticulous, we should re-educate
them according to the ideological problems current in
their minds, use the advanced typical cases in their own
ranks to educate them and encourage them to revolutionize their thinking of their own accord. As regards
their ideological vacillation and reversals, we should
guide them forward, do patient and earnest ideol.ogical-

political work and firmly grasp the remor-rlding of their
world outlook. We should make appropriate a.nd reasoned criticism of their wrong ideas so as to correct
them.

"A correct policy towards the intellectuals is an important prerequisite for victory in the revolution.,,
(Recruit Large Numbers of lntellectuals.) In order to
effectively bring into play the revolutionary initiative
of the vast number of teachers under working class
8

them to display their revolutionary spirit of daring to think, speak, act and break
through in the interest of the proletarian revolution in
education, and be bold in carrying on the educational
revolution, we have pai.d attention to correctly handling
the following questions in our work:
1gafls1-ship, encourage

(1) Draw a distinction between those who take an
active part in the educational revolution but are still
fettered ideologically by old conventions and stiil show
that they are somewhat divorced from proietarian
politics, from the worker and peasant masses and from
practice on the one hand and those who stubbornly cling
to the old paths on the other.
(2) Draw a distinction between those rvho earnestrvant to integrate with the rvorkers, peasants and
soldlers but hold differing vier.vs from u,orker comrades
on cer'iain specific problems in the transformation of
education on the one hand and those who refuse to
be re-educated and resist working c).ass leadership on'
the other.
ly

(3) Draw a distinction between those who, with
problems in the educational revoiution or in technical
innovations, actively delve into professional work and
consult relevant Chinese and foreign books and reference material on the one hand and those who are
divorced from proletarian politics, put theory above
everything else, worship things foreign and attempt to
restore the oid on the other.

(4) Draw a distinction between those who, in
order to change the backward state of things and fill
certain blanks, analytically and discrirninatingly learn
what ure Co not know or do not have from other parts
of the country or abroad on the one hand and those
who cling to the slavish comprador ideoiogy of trailing
behind at a snail's pace on the other.
We need not worry even if there are a small number of people who refuse to be re-educated and cling
to the old paths. Class struggle is protracted and such
people invariably exist. All we need is to carry on
further deep-going criticism of their old ideas in Lhe
course of the educational revolution, and firmly grasp
the task of educating and remoulding thern.

(5) As regards those whose political questions in
the past have been examined and verified, rve should
enlist them in the educational revolution on the merit
of each case and their present-day political attitude,
and educate and remculd them whiie using them.
(6) As regards those whose cases are handled in
the manner of handiing contradictions among the people, we should strictly adhere to the methods for resolving such contradictions and treat them correctly. As
for those bourgeois reactionary academic authorities
who have shown some ehanges after being criticized by
the masses, we should keep on helping them to ioin the
revolutionary masses in criticizing the revisionist educational line and the feudatr, capitalist and revislonist
Peking Reoiew, IVo, 3l

academic thinking and urge them to revolutionize their
thinking of their own accord. At the same time, attention shouid be paid to bringing into play their "specific
skilis" in serving socialist construction

(7) In the transformation of education, it is "necessary to be careful" about the right and wrong of certain
specific questions in natural sciences, "to encourage
free discussion and avoid hasty conclusions" (On the
of Contradictions Among the People),
and to abrde by the objective laws. These questions
should be settled through practice.
Correct, Handling

The mental outlcok of the vast number of teachers
has changed still further in the course of their taking
part in the educational revolution. Re-education by

the workers, peasants and soldiers has become the conscious demand of many people. They warm-heartedly
serve the workers, peasants and soldiers, and some even
have made inventions and innovations. The workers,
peasants and soldiers share the view: "In the past
these intellectuals did not think in the same way as we
did and we could not talk the same language. But now
they are close to us in heart and we can chat like bosom
friends." The teachers profoundly feel that re-education embodies Chairman Mao's greatest care for them.
They are resolved to remain pupils to the workers,
peasants and soldiers ali their lives and always be loyal
to the Party's educational cause.
Old teachers r,vho lived through the old society have
also made big progress. Many of them are playing
an active role in the educational revolution. A certain
professor thought that there was no need to make any
alteration in a textbook he had compiled, which had
been widely used in the country, saying that the book
"can be used right away once it is taken from the shelf
and given a dusting." We let him join an educational
revolution detachment. Taking into account the
problems that had cropped up while he was teaching
lvorker students, we promptly guided him to join the
masses in criticizing the feudal, capitalist and rer.isionist systems of education, and carried out careful
ideological and political work for his benefit. All this
has made him gradually come to understand: "My old
textbook which values theory above everything else
and makes simple things complicated does not meet
the needs of the workers, peasants and sol.diers. It
rvon't do just to give it a dusting or even a rehashing.
It must be thoroughly revised." Later, together with
some other revolutionary teachers and students, he integrated with the workers and, in the course of soiving
a major technical problem for a factory, he learnt from
the workers, raised his own political consciousness and
made his contribution. He was praised by the workers.
The revolutionary intellectuals, who are armed with

Mao Tsetung Thought and who integrate u,ith the
w-orkers, peasants and soldiers, are an important revolutionary force. A "three-in-one" contingent of
teachers formed according to the image of the proletariat is now grorving up.
July
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Estcblish o
^N9w, "Three-in-One" System Combining
Tecching, -Scientific
Reseorch ond Production bi
Running the___University in on Open-Door Woyi
linking lt With Foctofies, Hoving li Run lts Own'
Foctories ond Moking Fcctories Guide
Its Speciolities

The establishment of a new, proletarian educational system is not merely a change in organization
but a revolution aimed at implementing in an all-round
way the principle "Education must serve proletarian
politics and be combined with productive Iabour.,,
Whether the university closely links itsetf with
is rln in an open-door way is a
question of principle, a question of what banner it
upholds, rvhat road it follows and r.vhat orientation it
adheres to. The counter-::evolutionary revisionist
Chiang Nan-hsiang openly opposed the students' taking part in the class struggle and struggle for produetion in society, clamouring that "Tsinghua University is a cradle for engineers" and "fighters in the three
great revolutionary movements can be trained in
laboratories." This prevented many teachers and students from seeing how the lvorkers work and how the
peasants farm and also did much harm to their health.
As a result, the university was sliding farther and
farther dorvn the revisionist road and the more the
students studied the more stupid they became. The
propaganda team has led the teachers and students in
penetratingiy criticizing this revisionist line for running
schools and colleges and led them to resolutely take
the road indicated by Chairman Mao's "May 7" Directive. They have run an experimental farm and gone to
factories, construction sites, the countryside and army
units to participate in class struggle, the struggle for
production and scientific experiment, thus making extensive contacts rvith social practice. They have engaged
in educational revolution in various rva;is, such as
palticipating in industrial and agricultural productive
social practice and

labour, running full-time, part-time or spare-time
college courses for workers and short-term training
eourses and undertaking technical innovations, scientific research and social investigation. The proletarian
revolution in education is a deep-going socialist
revolution of a mass character. It cannot be carried
out successfuily without the participation of the masses
and the support of the leadership of various departments at all levels. Running the university in an opendoor rvay, linking it with factories and running it in
the midst of society as a whole, and making the popularization and the raising of standards of culture give
a strong impetus to the development of industrial and
all this fundamentally puts
agricultural production
an end to the state of divorce from proletarian politics,

from the worker and peasant masses and from practicg
which made the o1d university cut off from the outside world and very uninformed. It brings the university in close touch with society and enables intellectuals
to make rvider contacts with the worker, peasant
and soldier masses, take part personally in social prac-

tice and receive re-edueation, thus speeding up the
rc6sulding of their own $rorld outiook. The teachers
and students say with deep feeling: "trVe read books
behinal closed doors in the past and the engineers'
cradle rmked us dizzy and made us lose our bearings.
No*- that the university is run in an open-door way,
the firraace of the three gi'eat revolutionary movements
han'e made us see our road clear'ly and steeled our
loyalty to the revolution." New techniques and invenEons in social production have kept enriching and rener*'ing the contents of teaching and given university
education great vitality while teaehing and the fruits
ol scientific research in the university directly serve
socialist construction and promote the progress of
social production. Linking the university with factories
has opened up broad, new vistas for the educational

revolution and we must persist in doing

so.

"schools and eolleges should run factories." This is
a great and wise policy of Chairman Mao's' It will not

do if the students only have book knowledge and do
not take part in labour. "Besides meeting the needs of
feaching and seientific research, all laboratories and
affiliated workshops of engineering colleges which ean
nndertake production tasks should do so to the best of
their capability." This is the guiding thinking for schools
and colleges to run factories. Throughout the cour-se
of running factories there have been fierce struggles
betrveen the two lines and two ideologies. We criticized
the bourgeois profligate style of seeking ostentation and
things foreign and relying solely on the state and eriticized the wrong idea of divoreing teaching from produetion and betieving in "production is everything." \iVe
resolutely carried out Chairman Mao's principles of
"self-reliance," "hard struggle" and doing away with all
fetishes and superstitions and emaneipate the mind,
and persisted in giving prominence to proletarian
politics, implementing the principle of the "main task
is to study" and putting the training of people first.
In conformity with the needs of sociaiist construction
and teaching and v.'ith a view to rnutual promotion
among the development of the specialities, we made
full use of available equipment and other facilities,
used simple and indigenous methods and relied on ourseh'es to set up a number of small and medium-sized
factories which can promote various specialities, including a precision machine tool plant, an experimental
multi-purpose electronics factory and a motor vehicle
plant rvhich accept some state assignrnents of scientifie
research and production. The experimental multipurpose eiectronics factory, for instance, was built on
the basis of a laboratory by making use d the oid
equipment and making some new pieces. It has stimulated automatic control, radio technology, electronic
computer and other specialities and turns out a wide
range of electronic products. In working out its production plans, a college-run factory should take into consideration the needs of teaching and see to it that there
is enough leeway. The products it chooses to manu.
facture should be typical, varied and of advanced
10

standards. They should be products rvhich indt:sirir
and national defence urgently need and should at ttre
same time meet the needs of teaching of specialities:
there should be a certain degree of serial production,
and in the meantime energetie efforts should be made
to conduct, research and trial-production and constantly
introduce new techniques,

' In the iight of the development of industrial and
agricultural production and science and technolog'y as
well as the needs for catching up with and surpassing
advanced world levels, we set out to transform the oid
university system by running faetories and establishing ties with outside factories. We broke the barriers
of faculties set in the past, merging some faculties and
adding new ones. On the basis of their relations with
scientific research and production, the specialities are
plaeed under the related systems of university-run
faetories, scientific research insiitutions or universityfaetory links, so that the specialities are guided by'
factories. At the same time, we set out to build up a
new-tlpe contingent in basic theory. The grass-roots
units in the new systern are specialized teams composed
of workers, students and teachers. University-run
factories exercise unified teadership and make overall
planning for teaching, scientific research and production. In this way rvhat was purely a teaching unit
divorced from proletarian politics, from ihe masses and
from practice and dominated by bourgeois intellectrals, has become a base for teaching and lealning
where the u'orkers, peasants and soldiers are the main
force and lvhere teaching, scientific research and proriuction are combined. For example, the teachers and
strrd.ents of the speciality of pressure metal rvork took
part in labour in the forging and pressing rvorkshop of
the motor vehicle plant. They combined their siudy of
"forging technology" and other courses with the process*
ing of various forged pieces for motor vehicleg mastering produetion skills as well as scientific theory. The
advantages of such practiee are: the workers take a
direet part in every aspect of the teaching, thereby
strengthening working-class leadership in the university; the teachers not only give lectures but also participate in produetion, thereby facilitating the ideological
remculding of intellectuals; the students do their
studies while taking part in production, thereby ensuring that education is combined with productive labour.
Scientific experiment is an important task that a
university of seience and engineering rr,rust shoulder.
While running factories, we have accelerated the reform

and construction of the laboratories. Closely Iinking
the university-run factories and laboratories with
society, ',r'e have turned the university into an important
base for training the student$ ability in ssientific experiment, energetieally eondueting scieatifie researches,
scaling pinnacles of teehnology, ereatirlg" new technalogieal lxoeesses and manufacturing new ;xodttets,
probing'new theories Ernd eatehing up with and s*r.
passing advanced world standards.
Peking Reoiew, No. 3l

fn fine with the peculiarities of different specialities, most of our specialities use our university-run
factories as the main base; some others take the universitSz's link with outside factories as their main
base; and still others mainly use the laboratories to
conduct teaching aiong with scientific research. Nevertheless, university-run factories aod laboratories cannot
take the place of the link-up between the university
and outside factories, AII specialities must dosely
combine these three forms and, in particular, they must
faee the society and Iinlr themselves with factories
outside.

Over the past year and more, through running the
university in an open-door way, linking it with factories, having it run its own factories and making factories guide its specialities, we have trained a contingent
of technicians of the working class, compieted many
items of technical innovations and scientific research
and trial-manufactured and made cer-tain products
urgently needed in China's ind.ustry and national
defence.

To Troin Worker, Peosont ond Soldier Students, lt
ls lmperotive _to Persist in Toking Closs Struggle os
The Mqin Course ond Adhere to fie Uni=tf of
Theory qnd Prsctice

Ttre question of training and bringing up new
proletarian intellectuals is a question of paramount impcirtance and long-term interest to the consolidation of
the dictatorship of the proletariat and the fundarnental
task of a socialist university. In line with Chairman
Mao's teaching "Students should bs selected from among
workem and peasants with practical experience, and
they should return to production after a few years'
study," we ha./e, since March last year, enrolled nearly
600 worker, peasant and soldier students rvith practical
experiencg run various e<perimental classes of different speciplities and begun work in selecting aod
training such students. A'scolding to our plaa, tbe
university will have 2,5(X) new students this year. At
present, more than 800 have already been enrolled.
As soon as they entered school, the workeq peas-

ant and soldier students put forward a resounding
slogan: "We study in the universitSr, administer it and
transform it with Mao Tsetung Thought." Actively
plunging into the battle of revolution in education, they,
together with the teachers, staff members and rvorkers
of the university, established bases of the "three-inone" combination of teaching, scientific research and
production. At the same time, together rvith the
teachers, they rvorked out teaching plans and edited
nerv teaching material. All this has greaily promoted
the revolution in education. How to train such a brandnesr revolutionary force, to train everl' student into a
w-orker with both soeialist consciousness and culture
{On the Correct lTandling of Contrad.i,ctions Among the
People) is a new subject for us.

Whether

or not we persist in taking political
link in the whole education for

educati.on as the key
J'uli1 31, 1970

worker, peasant and soldier students is a question of
whether or not we implement the proletarian edncational line. When the experimental classes startecl,
some people thought: "Since worker, peasant and
soldier students have high political consciousness, it is
no longer necessary for the school to transform their
ideology-." Some teachers thought that they themselves
"are persons that need re-education and therefore are
not qualified to transform the students' ideology."
Thus a few individuals considered that their task was
"solely to teach mathematics, physics and chenristrl,,
and not to care about ideological revolutionization." On the other hand; some students had the
idea that they were "born red," so they had the
mistaken idea that they "enter the school for vocational training and will make up for the loss in politics
after returning to the original places." We organized
them to study in a deep-going way Chairman Mao's
great teachings Politics is the eommand.er, the soul in
everything and "fn all its w-ork the school should aim.
at transforming the student's ideology," and, combining
the study with the education on the struggies bettreen
the two classes and the two lines on the cultural and
educational fronts, we vigorously grasped the remoulding of their rvorld outlook. A11 this made the comrades
eome to understand: Class struggle in the political and
ideoiogical fields will never stop and class struggle in
society will inevitably be reflected in the ranks of
workers, peasants and soldiers. The surviving poisonous
irrfluence of "going to school in order to climb up,"
"theory above everlrthing," purely vocational vielpoi'nt and other bourgeois ideology always tries to
contaminate the rvorker, peasan'L and soldier students.
the young students i.n particular. If r*'e lose sight of
this and relax political and ideoiogical education, thele
is a danger that the s-orker, peasant and soldier students too may be cormpted by the bourgeoisie. In aii
its work and lessons, if a school is not educating
students with proletarian ideology, it is poisoning then-t
u'ith bourgeois ideology. There has never been the case
in rvhich "one is imparting book knowledge only and
not educating the persons." By teaching only vc(-'ational knoxzledge and ignoring politics, a teacher v..'i11
inevitably lead students to the bourgeois road. The
original teachers must not only make efforts to remolrid
their own ideology and change their own stand and
feelings, but must at the same time do their utmost to
put Mao Tsetung Thought in command of their teaching and boldly undertake the task of propagating l\'Iao
Tsetung Thought. They said: "Our parti.cipation in
the ',vork of transforming the students' ideology is a
responsibility entrusted to us by the proletarian revolutionary cause, and it is also a higher and ntore strict
demald we set ourselves in being re-educated by
lvorkers, peasants and soldiers."

Persisting

in taking class struggle as the main

course, and enjoining the students to measu're up to
the five requirernents for successors to the revolution-

ary cause of the proletariat put forward by Chairman
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Mao, w-e hat'e instilled Mao Tsetung Thought into them

and taken the constant raising of the students' consciousness of continuing the revolution under the
dictatorship of the proletariiit as the primary task of

the -.chool. We have resoitrtely carried out Chairrnan
![ao's i-nstruction "The same holds good for the students too. While their rnain task is to study, they should
also learn other things, that is to say, they shoulC not
only learn book linor'vleclge, they should also learn
industrial protluction, agricultural produetion and military affairs. They also should criticize and repudiato
the bourgeoisie." Thus we have persisted in learning
from the People's Liberation Army, constantly participated in industrial and agricultural productive labour,
and eontinuously fought self, criticized revisionism and
cri.ticized the bourgeoisie r,vith class struggle as the key
link. In this way, although the 'uvorker, peasant and
soldier students spent most of their time in participating in the activities of vocational teaching and studying, they gave prominence to proletarian politics all
the time, steadily raised their consciousness of continuing the revolution and were able to "develop morally,
intelleetually and physieally" (On the Correct Handling
of Contradictions Among the People). Although the
environments have changed, their fine qualities as
ordinary labouring people harre not changedl their ievel
of theoretical knowledge has been laised while their
style of integrating theory with practice has not
changed; their rvorking ability has been improved
while their modest and prudent attitude has not
changed.

In order to train lvorkers serving the socialist cause
who are arined with both scientilic theory and practical
experience, the colleges of science and engineering must
in the vocational field enable the worker, peasanf, and
soidier students to solve current problems arising in

to undertake the tasks of
designing and scientific research so as to meet the needs
of our country's scientific and technical development.
To achieve this ain-r, it is imperative to oppose the
tendencies to.,vards dogmatism and ernpiricisrrr, persist
in integrating theory rvith practice and train the students' ability to analyse and solve problems. \\ihile in
school, the worker, peasant and soldier students must
give emphasis to the study of theory. This is because
practical production and

"perception only solves the problem of phenornena;
theory alone can solve the problem of essence" (Orz
Practice). Negation of theoretical study is wrong.
"But Marxism ernphasizes the importance of theory
precisely and only because it can guide action." (On
Practice.) Al1 theories originate from practice and in
turn serve practice. Therefore, teaching in school can
in no way be separated from practice. The practical
experience of lvorker, peasant and soldier students
cannot entirely take the place of the practical basis of
teaching. It must be constantiy enriched and developed
in the course of teaching. In some experimental classes,
we corrected the mistaken idea that "the worker,
peasant and soldier students have practical experience
12

so they can study theory alone." We see to it that the
teaching contents and the process of teaching are at
all times closely combined with practice, applying theory
in the course of practice, that the effect of teaching is
being directly tested b5z practice, and that the students

not only can understand the world but are able to
"apply the knowledge of these laws [the lau's of the
objbctive world] aetively to change the world" (On.

Practice), For example, in a short-term training ciass on
special item, the students studied courses of "electronic technique" and "telecommunicaiions technique"
in combinati.on with the research and manufacture of a

a

certain advaneed telecommunications machine. In
barely six months, the students who had had
only junior middle school education learnt the rudi:
ments of basic thecry and, together with the original

teachers and students, manufactured a telecommunica-

tions equipment of advanced international level by

applying the knor.zledge they have grasped. This throri's
into the shade those students in the past who "directl5'
enter the universities after leaving the middle schools'"
Practice proves that in carrying out the proletarian
teaching polic;r, it is only by opposii,g the "Left" and

Right tendencies that the unity of theory and practice
can be really achieved.
Students to be enrolled by colleges of science and
engineering should chiefly be workers, peasants (attention should be paid to enrolling those educated young
people rvho have settled in the countryside or rvho have

returned to their home viilages to take part in farm
production), the Liberation Army men and young cadres
who have come forward in the course of
-theactivists
three great revolutionary movements of class struggle, the struggle for production and scientific experiment, who in general have three years or more of practical experience, are about 20 years old and whose
educational level corresponds to that of junior or senior
middle school training. Veteran '"vorkers and poor and
lower-middle peasants rnho have abundant practical
experience will be enrolled without qualifications on
age and educational Ievel. Shouldering the tasks of
training engineers and technicians and scientific
researchers from among the lvorkers and doing some
popularization work, the colleges of science and engineering, apart from running 2 or 3 year-system ordinary classes and special courses of around one year
within or outside the colleges, must also run scientific
research classes, spare-time university classes and shortterm training classes on special subjects within or outside the colleges in various forms. In this way, higher
education is emancipated from the original universities.
Smosh Slqvish Comprodor Fhilosophy

of

ond Doctrine

Troiling Behind ot o Snoil's Poce, Compile
New Proletorion Teoching Moteriol
The transformation of teaching material is a serious
political struggle. It is a question of vital importance
to the bringing up of a generation of new people. The
slavish comprador philosophy and the doctrine of trailPeking Reui.ew, No.
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ing behind at a snail's pace constitute the very core of
the o1d system of the teaching material for colleges of
science and engineering. They pervade every line o{ the
teaching material. Till this day, they are still the yoke
shackling the minds of a small number of intellectuals.
Thus, the destruction of the slavish comprador philosophy and the doctrine of trailing behind at a snail's
pace is the key link in thoroughly transforming the
teaching material.

"A given culture is the ideologieal reflection of the
poiitics and economics of a given society." (On Nero Democracg.) Though they deal with natural sciences, the
textbooks in science and engineeling in the imperialist
and social-imperiaiist couniries are stamped rvith the
brand of exploiting classes, because they are summingsup of the development of science and technology made
accotding to the bourgeois world outlook to meet their
needs in poliiics, economy and military affairs. Liu
Shao-chi and company frantically advocated the slavish
comprador philosophy and the doctrine of trailing behind at a snail's pace and introduced this stuff intact j.nto
China. In this way, they allor,ved the foreign bourgeoisie to continue their dictatorship over the Chinese people through the old textboohs. Take a series oi old textbooks on electronics for example. The much advertised
"compact" system for subjects i.n this branch of learning is nothing but an epitome of the development of
electronics technology in the capitalist society. However, the textbooks claim that this system is an eternal
and absolute truth and if one is to develop the electronics industry and master electronics technology one
can only trail along this old road at a snail's pace. This
fully reveals the enslaving character and back*,ardness
of the old teaching material. The old teaching material
reverses history, plagiarizes inventions and creations by

the labouring people and advertises "experts

above

everybody else" to serve the interests of the bourgeoisie
in monopolizing science and technology; it advertises

"theory above everything" and commercializes education
by turning simple matters into mysteries and forcing up
prices to serve the interests of the bourgeois lntellectuals in ruling schools; it advertises that "material aud
technical conditions decide everything," denies that first
place must be given to human factor and stifles the infinite creativeness of the masses. Such o1d teaching
material had seriously poisoned many intellectuals and
young students and was in sharp contradiction with
China's socialist politics and economy. It must be
thoroughly transformed. Patchu'ork cha"nges in a reformist way absolutely u,on't do.

The transformation of the teaching material is a
deep-going ideological revolution. It is impera+"ive to
attach great importance

to

changing the stand and

feelings of the teachers so as to help them move their
feet over to the side of the proletariat and solve the
questlon of for whom to write and how to write textbooks. The propaganda team 1ed the teachers and
siudents in going to the three great revolutionary movements of class struggle, the struggle for production

Julg
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and scientific experiment, organized teaching material
compiling groups composed of workers, poor and lorvermiddle peasants, Red Guards and teachers, launched
revolutionary mass criticism and took the compiling of
teaching material as part of the living study and application of Mao Tsetung Tbought and of deep-going reeducation of the intellectuals. People eame to realize
that it is a manifestation of slavish ideology to preserve
intact the old system of the teaching material for science
and engineering. One who divorces himself from the
labouring people is bound to worship and be servile to
things foreign; one who refuses to remould his idealist
and metaphysical world outlook is bound to trail behind
foreigners at a snail's pace. Chairman llao long ago
pointed out: "In its spiritual aspect, this culture of the
Chinese people already stands higher than any in the
capitalist world." (Bankruptcg o! ld"ealist Conception, of
Historg.) In science and technology, China has aiso performed many wonders, leaving the Western bourgeoisie
hopelessly behind. By consciously realizing and bringing into fuil play these superiorities we wili be able to
swiftly and successfully break a new ground in transforming the teaching material.
We deeply recognize that invincible Mao Tsetung
Thought is our most fundamental ideological weapon
in compiling new teaching material. The needs of the
workers, peasants and soldiers are our point of departure in the work and the practice in the three great revolutionary movements is the source of our new teaching material.
"The teaching material should be thcroughly transformed, in some cases beginning r,tith si-mplifying complieated material." Tbis is a complicated and difficult
task. It requires us to have both revolutionary enthusiasm and scientific approach, strive to put politics in
command of professional work, scientifically analyse
and penetratingly expound the larvs of natural sciences
with dialectical materialist viewpoint and adhere to the
principies of integrating theory with practice and of
getting teaching material condensed and concentrated,
thus making it revolutionary, practical and advanced.

As for the present old teaching material and the
sclentific and technical achieverrents of foreign countries, we have kept to the principle of criticaliy takingover and to the policies of "making the past serve the
present and foreign things serve Ch!.na" and "weeding
through the old to bring forth the nerv." In criticizing
the system of the o1d teaching material as a whole, we
laid stress on which line it was guided by, which class
it served and which world outlook r:an through it, instead of simply negating the specific content of natural
sciences. As for the useful part, lve did not just take it
over and apply it, but checked it u'ith a critical eye and
took over what was scientific, discarcling the cl-ross and
selecting the essential, eliminating the false and retaining the true. We divided "higher mathematics" which
bourgeois experts lauded as being "tested and flawless"
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into the essential aad tbe dross, criticizing its idealistic
and metaphysical "axiomatized" system while assimilating those us€ful theorems and formulae. For instance,
procee<ii,ng fron produetive activities and taking as
clue ihe stnrggle, development and transformation of
the iiCferestid and integral, the two aspects of a conbariiciiou- re created a new system and compiled new
material on "calculus." In the past, the concepts
iiiferential
and integral caiculus were derived from
oi
and theorems and were very mysterious
of
axioms
1r.r:s
and unfathotuable. Now the concepts are illustraied by
tamiliar instances in production. For instance, '*'hen a
bench rn,orker processes a metal piece into a round shape
w'ith a file, every single movement forms a short
straight line and finally the lines cornbined resul'l in
culves. This process of turning a whole into parts and
parts into a whole vividly presents the concepts of diffelential and integral calculus. Worker students commeirted after studying: "After all, therels irothing
mysterior-is about ca-Iculus. A mere fiie pierces the myth.
Higher mathematics comes back into the hands qf us
labouring people."
In transformir:g the teaching material, we must
also proceed froni China's realities, ll,arm-heartedly and
conscientiously sum up ihe inventions and creations by
the workers, peasarrts and soldiers, put forward new
topics and make nev,, generalizations. Textbooks on
farmland w'ater conser'vaacy, Chinese or foreign, used
to describe mcuntain torrents as being utterly harmful
and without an), benefit. The poor and lower-middle
peasants in the Changchiakou area, bringing into full
play the superlority of the people's communes, fought
against nature, approa.ched mountain torrents in the
principle of one dividing into tr,.ro and created valuable
expei:ience of leading silt-laden mountain torrents to
enrich farmland, thus turning harm into benefit. The
revolutionary teachers and students of an educational
revolution detachrnent -ovho took part in the fight compiled a ner,y textbcok "Leading Silt-Laden Mountain
Torrents to Improve Ear'ralan#' togeiher rvith the iocal
poor and lower-middle peasants. The peasants said:
"From ihis book we have lear'nt the ways to conquer
floods. What is rllore, \lre have learnt Chairman Mao's
revoiuiionary diaiectics. It boosts the morale of the
labouring people and defiates the arroganee cf the
botrrgeoisie."

The transformation of the teaehing material is a
long-term task and cannot be accomplished once and for
all. \Ve shouLd revise the teaching material in the corlrse
of teaching constentiy summing up, strengihening it,
- anC rerievving it so that it can keep
raising ihe ievel
- rapid development
pace rvith and activsi-v prornote the

of thc cause of

socia'Lisrn.

Proctise New Teoching Methods in Connbinstion With
The Tssks of Production ond Scientific Reseorch
And by Keeplng to the Mqss Line
Chairman Ma.o teaches us: "In the Great Proletarian Craltural Eevqrlcrtion a most important task is to
transform the oki educational system and the old prinT4

ciples and methods of teaching," Teaching methods are
definitely not onJ.y a question of specific methods, but,

rvhat is more important, are a question of principle, a
question of organizing teaching according to which
class' theory of knowledge and methodology. The bourgeois teaching methods centre on books and teachers
and divorce theory from practice. "The teacher crams
the students with his lecture throughout the class rvl:iie
the students follow him mechanically." These methods
completely ',riolate the law of knowing the trr-'.th and
they can only bring up bookworrns who divorce thernselves from proletarian politics, from the masses and
from production, When we began to carry out trairsformation in education at selected spots, because the olt1
tea.ching rneihods had not been completely done aw-ay
with, soi:re teachers "nelrer parted v;ith their books anri
mouthed formulae and whole sets of theories rvhich hiid
nothing to do with praetice." Aithou"gh they prepared
lessons assiduously, gave ieciures enthusiasiically and
coached the students patiently, the rvorker students
were still not satisfied. Practice made us realize that
without ihoroughly transforming the old teaching
meihods. it would remain an enrpt;; talk for a ttniversity to accomplish the task of trairring intellectuals
of the proietariat.

In line with Chairman &fao's teachings "Uniting
theory and practicg" "?he standpoint of practiee is the
primary and basic standpoint ia the dialecticalmaterialist theory of knowledge" and "Fractice, knowledge, again praeticg and again knorvledgg" and
in conforrnity with the characteristics of the rvorker,
peasant and soldier students, we applied the teaching
method of going from the shaliov,,er to the deeper
step by step, in combination with typical projects,
products. technological processes and technieal innovations in the tasks of production and scientific research.
We correctly handled the relations between giviug
prominence to the key points, studying first what must
be urgently appiied and learning rvhile doing on the one
hand and systematic tea.ching on the other, between the
specific and the general and between the basic courses
and specialized courses.
The integration of learning s,hile doing with systematic teaching broke dorvn the former teaching system
which vras scholastic and multifarious, going from
theory to theory. At the same time, it conforms with
systematization and consistency. charaeteristics of the
natur:al sciences. We divided the entire teaching process
into several stages according to the typical tasks of dif-

ferent iypes to be accomplished. Theoretical courses
were arranged in a planned way to fit in rvith the different stages for a systematie study. in accordance \f ith
the principle of going from the shallorver to the deeper
and fi'om the easier to the more difficult. We applied
the flexibie methods such as the "interlaced study" and
"concentrated study" to conform with different circumstances. In one period, we engaged ourselves mainiy in
fulfilling our tasks in production and scientific research,
and we applied the method of doing while learning in
Peking Reaiew, No. 3I
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a planned way and made a penetrating study of the
typical objects so as to infer from these. In another
period, we mainly conducted theoretical teaching to
raise, on the basis of the students'rich perceptual knowledge, their theoretical level, closely linking theory
with practice and making study serve practical purposes. In the process of teaching, necessary check-ups
should be made on the students' progress. Attention
should be paid to promoting self-study and raising the
ability to do scientifi.c research, and importance should
be attaehed to practising again under the guidance of
theory.

The aim of integrating teaching with typieal tasks
is to grasp general laws through "dissecting a sparrolv."
In fact, every typical task has both its univer:sality and

particularity, universality residing in particularity.

Therefore, we should on the one hand see to it that the
typical tasks are properly selected, and on the other
hand, pay attention to generaiization and elevation on
the basis of "dissecting a sparrow," advancing from the
particular to the general and from practice to theory.
According to our practical experience in transforming
education, we hold that in selecting typicai tasks we
should strive to observe the foliowing principles: giving
prominence to proletarian politics, serving tire practice
in the three great revolutionary movements and embodying the key links in our country's present scientific
research and production and the orientation of technical
development; helping develop the main contents of
specialized courses and illustrate general laws; and conforming with the process of cognition of going from the
shallorver to the deeper. The requirements for the professional training will be met through completing
several typical tasks, from the simpler to the more
complicated.

The integration of teaching with typical tasks did
with the clear-cut dividing line between the basic
courses and the specialized courses. The basic courses
should be dosely integrated with practice and made to
serve definite purposes. Some can be given together
with specialized courses and form with them new
courses according to need. As for those basic courses
aw-ay

the masses" in teaching. The teacher should serve the
students. His role is to help raise the ability
of the students to think for themselves, to study
problems and to practise. Therefore, he shotrld learn
from the students and nrake investigations among
thern. With their high consciousness of class struggle
and the struggle between the tv;o lines, the rvorker,
peasant and soldier students have the abiiity to make
sharp criticism and possess rich practical experience.
Coming into contact with teaching, they would immediately discern the influence of feudalism, capitalisn
and rer,.isionism and the habitual force of Right conservatism and of keeping to the oiC track. They made a
sharp contrast between the school and society. Ey comparison and discernment, they strongly criticized the
slavish comprador ideology of trailing behind at a
snail's pace, which had dominated the cultural and eriucational fronts for a long time. In view of this, u'e started vrgorous activities in line'with the principle "officers
teach soldiers, soldiers teach o.[ficers and soldiers teech
each other." Those who knew more acted as teachers
and ali taught anC learnt from one another. The teaching method of elicitation and diseussion was introduced
and it brought into fuil play the initiative and creativeness of ihe worker, peasant and soldier students and
helped establish new relations between teachers and
students. In an experimentai class, after the teacher
lecbuled on the basic principles regarding tolerance on
fit in relation to the design of a certain equipment, the
worker students eagerly voieed their opinions ancl the
class was alive. The students who had been turners
analys--d the influence of materials and processing conditions on tolerance; the forn-ier bench rvorkers explained the tolerance alowed by fitting conditions. The
heated discussion not only made the principles clear to
all, but also brought about many suggestions to improve the design. This fully demonstrated the superiority of the new teaching method.

***
Our great leader Chairman Mao teaches us: "China

ought to make a greater contribution to human-

which are of greater use for the study of advanced
courses and the lack of whicb makes advanced learning
impossible, they should remain as separate courses.

ity."

The method of integrating teaching rvith typical
tasks step by step is a fairiy good method for solving
the contradictions between the comprehensiveness of
production and specialization in teaching, betrveen the
limitation of the typical tasks and the all-round requirements set for teaching. It integrates studying rvith applying, practice with creation, the selected spots with
the area as a who1e, the learning of book knowledge
with the learning of industrial production. Thus the
principle of condensed and concentrated teaching is
realized, with the courses gireatly reduced and simplified and schooling shortened.

lower-middle pgasants and revolutionary inteliectuals.
The revolution in education is a hard struggle.
'"[Ve are confronted with arduous tasks and our
experience is far from adequate, So we must be good
at learning." We are determined to hold aloft the great
red banner of N{ao Tsetung Thought, strengthen Party
leadership, resolutely acconrplish ali the fighting tasks
set forth by the Ninth Party Congress, do a still better
job in the living study and application of Chairman
Mao's thinking on the revolution in education, carry
this revolution through to the en'd and strive to build
a socialist university of science and engineering'

In practising this new teaching method, it is essential to adhere to the mass line of "from the masses, to
Jull; 37,7970

The great task of thoroughly transforming the oid
educational system and creating an educational system
of the proletariat, brand-new in the history of mankind,
gloriously falls on the Chinese working class, poor and

(Originallg pttblished in, "Elongqi," No' 8, 1970')
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